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A very reliable, punctual and a hard working individual. I am seeking employment 
with a company where I can use my talents and skills to grow. I am a very hard 
worker with a verity of experiences which include Truck driving, warehousing, 
shipping and receiving, forklift operation, production and more.

AUGUST 2011 – OCTOBER 2012
AIRCRAFT DETAILER - ABC CORPORATION

 Arrived at the private aircraft hanger on time.
 Used the appropriate cleaning products on the exterior and interior of each 

aircraft.
 Looked better than before they left for their flight.
 Acquired more planes from different owners in the shared hanger to 

clean/detail.
 Used -Physical labor -Time management -Good work ethic.
 Performed cleaning tasks on/in/around corporate and/or commercial aircraft.
 Executed labor intensive work including machine polishing of brightwork, paint 

polishes and sealants, as well as duties involving the cleaning of passenger 
cabins, lavatories, cockpits, and aircraft exteriors.

2009 – 2011
AIRCRAFT DETAILER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Participating in a series of cleans on private Lear jets and other vehicles - 
Becoming familiar with the uses and benefits of .

 Exterior and interior cleaning and detailing services to aircraft ranging from 
small Cesenas to Airbus A-320s.

 Services include de-bugging, wipe-down, wax, buff, refinishing, on exterior as 
well as cockpit and cabin extraction cleaning and detailing.

 Clean and detail ALL Helicopters before the next day of tours Take aircraft fuel 
samples and check for excess dirt buildup for pilot verification.

 Detailer Driver ,drive crew to different airports from Hayward ,Ca to Napa, 
Monterey Checked to ensure that food, beverages, blankets, reading .

 Badged &amp; background checked at Oakland &amp; San Jose airports 
Commercial &amp; Private detailing Polish Buff Shampoo carpets Windows 
interior &amp; exerior.

 Detail corperate and government aircraft with precision and highest detail.
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EDUCATION

BA In International Studies

SKILLS

Truck Driver, Forklift Operator, Taxi Driver, Warehouse, Aircraft Detailing, Customer 
Service, Sales, Machine Operation, Sorting, Inventory, Computer , Pharmaceutical.
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